TOP SELLERS—CHILDREN’S

S IS FOR SANTA: A Christmas Alphabet
$9.99
978-1-4236-4607-5

THE NUTCRACKER: A BabyLit® Dancing Primer
$9.99
978-1-4236-4748-5

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: A BabyLit® Places Primer
$9.99
978-1-4236-4782-9

ALL ABOARD! NATIONAL PARKS: A Wildlife Primer
$9.99
978-1-4236-4236-7

B IS FOR BOO: A Halloween Alphabet
$9.99
978-1-4236-4780-5

GOTTA GO, BUFFALO: A Silly Book of Fun Goodbyes
$12.99
978-1-4236-4598-6

COUNTING WITH/FINDING FRIDA
$9.99
978-1-4951-2656-7

THE LIFE OF/LA VIDA DE SELENA
$9.99
978-0-9861099-9-7

THE JUNGLE BOOK: A BabyLit® Storybook
$12.99
978-1-4236-4922-9

LITTLE LEONARDO’S™ FASCINATING WORLD OF SCIENCE
$12.99
978-1-4236-4874-1
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Peter Pan: A BabyLit® Adventure Primer 29
On Sale: 7/10/2018

Great Expectations: A BabyLit® Storybook 31
On Sale: 8/14/2018

Alice in Wonderland: A BabyLit® Storybook 32
On Sale: 8/14/2018

Anne of Green Gables: A BabyLit® Storybook 33
On Sale: 10/9/2018

If You Were Spaghetti 34
On Sale: 9/11/2018

3•2•1 Blast Off! 35
On Sale: 9/11/2018

Anne of Green Gables: A BabyLit® Storybook 33
On Sale: 10/9/2018

Alice in Wonderland: A BabyLit® Storybook 32
On Sale: 8/14/2018

E Is for Easter 38
On Sale: 1/22/2019
OLD SWEET HOME
Candis and Andy Meredith

$32.00 U.S. • Jacketless Hardcover
8 1/2 x 11 in, 256 Pages
250 Color Photographs
On Sale: 9/18/2018 • 978-1-4236-4944-1

CANDIS AND ANDY MEREDITH are home restorers, TV personalities, real estate experts, and lovers of all things history. Their work has been featured on HGTV and in major magazines and blogs. They now have their own Facebook Watch channel.

Preserving history
one old house at a time

The Merediths love old houses! They are a husband & wife team for whom “no house is too far gone to be saved.” Their mantra for remodeling is to preserve as much of the original architecture and materials as possible while updating the home for contemporary family living. They reveal updated rooms in their own family home (a work in progress) and others of their projects in Utah. They also feature the photographs of favorite restored houses on the East Coast and tell the stories of families who remodeled and live in them. Special features: six historic East Coast museum houses.

OLD HOME LOVE
Andy and Candis Meredith
$30.00 Jacketless Hardcover
8 1/2 x 11 in, 256 Pages
225 Color Photographs
978-1-4236-4652-5

1.800.835.4993 • WWW.GIBBS-SMITH.COM
A Scandanavian's Approach to Work, Home, and Style

A beautiful self-help meets coffee table book, Simple Matters encourages you to simplify your life by prioritizing personal health, curating your own style, and understanding the difference between owning things and things owning you.

Jenny Mustard, a minimalist YouTube sensation, has created a unique lifestyle book that taps into the ever-increasing human longing for less clutter and more meaning, be it at home, at work, or in our relationships. By encouraging readers to make your surroundings a little more lovely, to simplify your eating habits and wardrobe, and to discover what you truly want to dream about and focus on, Jenny provides the inspiration to curate your everyday life into something simple, realistic, and utterly enjoyable.

Simultaneously inspirational and aspirational, Jenny's content is positive, personal, and inclusive—essay categories include: at home, at work, on your mind, in your wardrobe, as you travel, in relationships, and for your health. Includes four vegan recipes.

JENNY MUSTARD is a minimalist YouTube sensation, fashion blogger, vegan food vlogger, and design lover with a combined online fan base of more than 300k followers. She has worked with some of the most prestigious brands, such as Google, Calvin Klein, Philips, Swatch, and Acer, and has been featured in magazines and online articles all over the world. She lives with her partner David in Berlin.
THE HOME BAR
Henry Jeffreys • Foreword by Alexandre Ricard

The Guide to Designing, Equipping and Stocking Your Own Bar

From retro style Art Deco, freestanding bars in the corner of a living room to a statement piece that forms part of the architecture of an entrance or an indoor/outdoor space, The Home Bar includes many different possibilities, from tiny cupboard bars and drinks trolleys to grandiose statements. Styles of bars include drinks trays and bar carts, cupboard and cabinet, urban speakeasy, poolside grandeur, hotel chic, 70s retro, and more.

Tips on how to build up an enviable drinks collection to share and to celebrate with when you have visitors or simply wish to enjoy a discerning drink on a quiet evening at home. Includes more than 30 cocktail recipes from some of the world’s most respected bartenders. With sales of bar carts for the home exploding and the new mantra of “drink less but drink better,” there is no better time for a book about the home bar.

Henry Jeffreys is a respected drinks journalist who writes for the Guardian, The Spectator, Financial Times and his own Henry’s World of Booze blog. He is the author of the bestselling book Empire of Booze.

Create an enviably stylish home bar with inspiration from the simple to lavish
THE CURATED HOME
Grant K. Gibson

The Curated Home
A FRESH TAKE ON TRADITION

$35.00 U.S. • Jacketless
Hardcover
8 x 10 in, 208 Pages
225 Color Photographs
On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-4789-8

GRANT K. GIBSON is an interior designer based in San Francisco. His firm works on projects around the country. His work has been featured in many publications including Architectural Digest, the New York Times, Elle Décor, House Beautiful, the Wall Street Journal, Real Simple, and more. He lives in San Francisco.

A Fresh Take on Tradition

Drawing on inspiration from his personal style, world travels, and client experience, Grant K. Gibson takes you on a journey to curate your perfect home. This highly instructional design book covers wall-to-wall, floor to ceiling, in an engaging and comprehensive look at what makes a home both functional and beautiful. Learn the importance of not just decorating with objects, but infusing your living space with items that have meaning in your own life.

Each chapter focuses on a different element of the home: foyer, living room, dining room, kitchen, bedrooms, kids’ rooms, and bathrooms and powder rooms. Discover Grant’s design philosophy—and the questions you should be asking yourself—as it pertains to each respective room. Sidebars with design secrets and decorating tips provide further instruction. Thorough and personable, showcasing photography from Grant’s portfolio, his travels, and vast collection of previously unpublished snapshots taken in the process of his design work, The Curated Home is home décor inspiration at its best.

Combine thoughtfully furnished rooms with your own personal style, for every part of the home
In gorgeous photography and personal story, Courtney Allison reveals her unique vision of French Country Cottage style and tells the story of turning a vintage California vacation cottage into a home for her family. In addition to the main cottage, the property boasts a guest cottage, a multipurpose greenhouse, and several distinct outdoor spaces for relaxing. Courtney shares her decorating and styling tips for employing quintessential elements of French Country Cottage style—palette, patina, chandeliers, mirrors, antiques, flowers, and more. From indoor spaces to natural outdoor areas for entertaining, Courtney is a connoisseur of presenting elegant taste in a relaxed atmosphere. Special features include creative table settings using vintage china and abundant flowers and greenery.

COURTNEY ALLISON is a blogger, stylist, and photographer. In addition to being the editor of Romantic Homes magazine, she also works as a freelance photographer and stylist for magazines and brands.

Romance and power in patina, chandeliers, and fresh flowers
BE BOLD
Jay Jeffers

$50.00 U.S. • Hardcover
10 x 12 in, 272 Pages
250 Color Photographs
On Sale: 9/18/2018 • 978-1-4236-5029-4

JAY JEFFERS is the founder of Jay Jeffers, a full-range design service from concept to installation. Jeffers has been named to Elle Décor’s A-List of top interior designers. His work has been published in Elle Décor, House Beautiful, Departures, The Wall Street Journal, San Francisco Chronicle, New York Times, and Los Angeles Times. Jeffers lives in San Francisco and St Helena, CA.

Modern furnishings, art, and fabulous materials create organic Wow!

Bespoke Modern Interiors
From sophisticated apartments, to a mountain home that redefines rustic in a modern way, to a fabulous 1960s ranch redux (Jeffers’ own home) and updates of family homes, Be Bold showcases livable luxury. Each home includes a breathtaking mix of custom, vintage, and antique furnishings; art; and accessories. Clearly, Jeffers has his finger on the pulse of style.

RUSTIC MODERN
Chase Reynolds Ewald
Photographs by Audrey Hall
$50.00 Jacketless Hardcover
10 x 12 in, 212 Pages
200 Color Photographs
978-1-4236-4494-1
Wade Weissmann Architecture

Wade Weissmann Architecture has carved out a niche for clients desiring heirloom design that is worthy of being passed down from generation to generation. WWA designs ranch houses and equestrian estates, romantic cottages, contemporary penthouses, lake homes, and more. There is nothing ordinary about a Wade Weissmann house: custom wood work, architectural details, and the finest materials set these residences apart from all others. Illustrations are a rich mixture of photography, watercolor renditions, and a few floor plans.

Wade Weissmann is founder and principal of his full-service boutique architecture firm, with projects spanning the U.S. and abroad.

Steven Stolman is a writer and designer. He is a brand consultant and sought-after speaker. He has authored four previous books, among them Scalamandré: Haute Décor.

Timeless, classic houses with a modern twist
The Midcentury Architecture of Rancho Mirage

This book showcases the architecturally innovative homes and communities that sprang up around the historic Thunderbird and Tamarisk Country Club areas from 1950 to 1970, in what is now the city of Rancho Mirage, California. Some of the midcentury’s most distinguished architects, including Welton Becket, William Cody, Richard Harrison, Hugh Kaptur, and William Krisel, designed many of these buildings, many of which are hidden behind country club gates and not easily accessible to the public. This is the first book to focus solely on Rancho Mirage’s rich architectural heritage, and also includes fascinating stories about its influential social history and the rich and famous that called Rancho Mirage home.
DAHLIAS
Naomi Slade • Photographs by Georgianna Lane

$21.99 U.S. • Jacketless
Hardcover
7 1/2 x 9 3/4 in, 240 Pages
110 Color Photographs, 20 Black & White Drawings
On Sale: 7/10/2018 • 978-1-4236-4832-1
Rights: U.S. & Canada

Beautiful Varieties for Home and Garden

The dahlia is a fabulous cutting flower. Cut one bloom, and ten more appear on the plant. Blooming from late summer to autumn, dahlias provide explosions of color in home gardens. The author’s commentary unearths the dahlia from its Aztec origins and imparts practical, hands-on knowledge for growing and overwintering these tropical plants in wintry climes. Including classics like Café au Lait and lesser-known varieties like Voodoo and Hootenanny, readers will discover a stunning range of specimens, from tiny pompoms and heavy-headed dinner plates to those that resemble daisies, sea anemones, and even fireworks! Gorgeous photographs of 70 varieties will delight any flower arranger or gardener.

NAOMI SLADE is a journalist and photographer specializing in gardening, environment, and lifestyle. She contributes regularly to a range of British publications, including The English Garden and House and Garden. GEORGIANNA LANE is the photographer of Vintage Roses and Peonies.
Inspiration for a Timeless Celebration That Is Perfectly You

Storied Weddings encourages couples to examine their tastes, family history, hobbies, and style, and illustrates ways for them to use bits of themselves and their story to create a truly meaningful wedding celebration. Wedding florals, venue inspiration, cocktail recipes, bouquet recipes, table setting ideas, color pairings, stories and photographs from real weddings, and pro tips for creating your perfect wedding. Includes a thoughtful Q&A to bring a spark to the process—incorporating these questions will encourage couples to personalize each detail.

With fifteen years of planning and designing weddings and celebrations, Nick Valley and Aleah Valley are known as industry leaders who happily share their knowledge and creativity. Their work has been published in Brides Magazine, Sunset Magazine, Better Homes & Gardens, Style Me Pretty, and more.

Shape your wedding into a beautiful occasion that goes beyond the look, to one that shares your story.
A Celebration of the Local Bookstore

The local bookstore, a place of wonder, refuge, and rejuvenation for book lovers the world over. *Books & Mortar* is a celebration of these literary strongholds. Seventy-five oil paintings capture these storefronts at a moment in time, and pair the artwork with quotations about the joy of reading, the importance of bookstores, and in many cases, anecdotes about the shops and owners themselves.

A delightful gift for an avid reader, an inspiration for any bookstore owner, *Books & Mortar* is the perfect keepsake for anyone’s personal library.

For several decades, artist and publisher Gibbs M. Smith visited bookstores around the country. Inspired by their unique ambiance of these fine bookstores, he made oil paintings to feature them on the covers of his publishing company’s seasonal catalogs.

A visual feast celebrating the alluring power of bookstores
Turquoise has been mined on six continents and traded throughout the world’s history, including European, Middle East, Chinese, Mayan, Aztec, Inca, and Southwest Native American cultures. It has been set in silver and gold jewelry, cut and shaped into fetish animals, and even formed to represent gods in many religions.

Turquoise’s history and folklore is laced with mystery and colorful legends centered around its alluring mystical qualities. This book represents the arts and traditions of prehistoric, historic, and modern societies. Included are artifacts and collections representing cultures, museums, and individual artists from Egypt, Persia, China, Tibet, Russia, Germany, Italy, Maya, Aztec, Inca, Southwest Native America, the United States, Great Britain, and Australia.

The book is updated with 85 new photographs and up-to-date information about mining activity and locations. Close-up cabochon pictures have been added for many of the famous mines that produce the best colors and matrix.

Joe Dan Lowry is world renowned for his knowledge about turquoise and is sought after for appraisals, interviews, and lectures. He owns one turquoise mine, has worked at many mines around the world, and is a skilled lapidary. He developed and is curator of the Turquoise Museum in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he lives.

Joe P. Lowry has been the president of Zach-Low since 1973; he founded and has been president of the Turquoise Museum since 1993. He has been involved in educating people about the turquoise and Indian jewelry industry at museums and national parks around the country and has worked with the Indian Arts and Crafts Board in Washington, D.C.
LIVING CRAZY HEALTHY
Jennifer Rose Rossano

$24.99 U.S. • Jacketless
Hardcover
7 ½ x 9 in, 208 Pages
70 Color Photographs
On Sale: 7/24/2018 • 978-1-4236-4871-0

JENNIFER ROSE ROSSANO (aka Neurotic Mommy at neuroticmommy.com) is a comically worried working mother, wife, and holistic health coach with over 600k followers on social media who seek her expertise on plant-based nutrition and healthy living.

A collection of creative plant-based recipes that the entire family can enjoy making and eating—together!

Plant-Based Recipes
Life is crazy busy these days, and it’s tough to squeeze in a few minutes between soccer practice and dance class to teach kids about healthy eating, much less healthy cooking. “Neurotic Mommy” Jennifer Rose Rossano saves the day with easy, fun plant-based recipes that the whole family can enjoy preparing and eating together, like Carrots in a Blanket, Baked Mac and Cheese, Vegan Alfredo Bow Ties, The Coco-loco Shake, Almond Butter Banana Bread Blondies, and so much more!

The approximately 100 vegan recipes in this cookbook are divided into chapters designed for everyday life: Breakfast, Kid-Friendly Shakes, Lunch, Snacks, Dinner, Desserts, and Dips & Sauces. The ingredients are simple and easily found in local grocery stores, so it’s a breeze to throw together a last-minute meal. Plant-based eating has never been easier, or more fun.
Vibrant Plant-Forward Recipes from the Food Gays

Today’s food is about much more than nutrition—it’s about presentation. The Food Gays, Adrian and Jeremy, have found growing popularity on social media by sharing not only wholesome, delicious recipes, but also rich, colorful food styling and photography. Their food isn’t all vegetarian, but they appreciate the versatility and beauty of fresh produce and incorporate the brilliance of its color into all their dishes with garden-fresh herbs, crisp vegetables, and vivid fruits. This collection of 100 recipes inspire the reader to cherish the cooking process and treat mealtime as a moment to reflect and connect with the world around them.

ADRIAN HARRIS and JEREMY INGLETT are the two guys behind The Food Gays, a food, travel, and lifestyle blog that features original, bright, and colorful recipes you’ll want to eat with your eyes first. What began as a hobby has transformed into a career—with Jeremy completing a Baking and Pastry Arts diploma, and Adrian honing in on his passion for cooking, food styling, and photography. They have worked with brands such as Cuisinart, Whole Foods Market, and Happy Planet. They are freelance online contributors for Food & Wine and Martha Stewart Living and contributing editors for FeedFeed.

A feast for the eyes and the stomach
Eliza Cross, founder of the BENSA society (Bacon Enthusiasts ’N’ Swine Aficionados), knows a thing or two about bacon, and beans, and beer. She has authored single-subject cookbooks on all three ingredients. *Bacon, Beans & Beer* is chock-full of 65 delicious, easy-to-make recipes including appetizers and snacks, soups and sandwiches, salads and sides, easy meals, and even some sweet treats. From sweets like Beer Caramel Corn and Bacon Peanut Butter Cookies to classics like Bacon & Shrimp Po’ Boys and Kentucky Hot Browns to meals like Navy Bean, Smoked Sausage, and Beer Soup and Beer Bacon Mac & Cheese, *Bacon, Beans & Beer* will satisfy even the hungriest of diners.

**ELIZA CROSS** is the author of fourteen books, including the bestselling cookbook *101 Things To Do With Bacon*. Her latest books include *Small Bites: Skewers, Sliders, and Other Party Eats* and *Berries: Sweet and Savory Recipes*. Eliza’s articles have appeared in numerous publications including *Sunset*, *Parents*, *Writers’ Digest*, *Mountain Living*, *Mother Earth Living*, and *Western Art & Architecture*. She blogs about saving money, good food and organic gardening at Happy Simple Living.

Good eats for tailgating, backyard barbecues, or the man cave
AMANDA WILBANKS opened her first retail bakery in Gainesville, Georgia, in 2012. Southern Baked Pie Company now has three retail locations in Georgia and a distribution center for shipping pies across the country.

Celebrating Life with Pie

Amanda Wilbanks, owner of the Southern Baked Pie Company, leads readers through a year of celebrations and 75 recipes, sharing her secrets and stories along with each delicious holiday (or every day) menu. With only one pastry recipe, pies and tarts of every size can be made for any meal—full-size, mini, tassies, and handheld pies, both savory and sweet. Each menu is designed to make the pie the star of the show.

On Valentine’s Day, fall in love with a Tomato Tart, Bacon Wrapped Cast Iron Fillets, Parmesan Scalloped Potatoes, and Strawberry Cream Cheese Heart Pies. Or, serve up a barbecue for Father’s Day with a Bourbon Pecan Pie front and center on the table.

These stunning, festive menus are easy as pie!
EASY CHRISTMAS CUT-UP CAKES
Melissa Barlow

$14.99 U.S. • Jacketless Hardcover
7 1/4 x 8 in, 72 Pages
24 Color Photographs

Easy directions show how to bake boxed cake mixes into 24 beautiful, festive cakes without needing specialty baking pans. Simple cupcake, round, square, rectangular, and Bundt cakes, easy-to-mix frosting, and candy and treats from your local grocery store are all you need to make a snowman, train, Christmas tree, star, polar bear, wreath, or even Santa himself!

MELISSA BARLOW is a cookbook author and a freelance writer and editor. She also has formal training in cake decorating. She lives in the Salt Lake City area with her husband and three children.

Delicious décor to bring a little fun to your holiday table

PIE POPS
Marcie Ballard
$19.99 Hardcover
8 x 9 in, 96 Pages
50 Color Photographs
978-1-4236-5119-4
Building a fabulous gingerbread house is quick and easy using the 23 patterns and ideas found in *Easy Gingerbread Houses*. There’s no need for the messy and time-consuming tasks of mixing dough, rolling it out, baking it, and waiting for it to harden. All of the houses in this book are made using graham crackers, cookies, cereal, ice cream cones, frostings, and candy treats. For a fun family activity, create a Sweetheart Cottage, a Big Red Barn, a Blue Dollhouse, a Mermaid Palace, a Haunted Mansion, Santa’s Castle, or even a Tiki Hut.

**Colorful confections for the holiday season and other special occasions**
**The Story of Knapp Ranch**

The book follows Bud and Betsy Knapp, original owners of *Architectural Digest* and *Bon Appétit*, on their journey to methodically study their remote Colorado property, located at 9,000 feet in the Vail Valley. Through collaborative engagement with experts in land management and other key disciplines, they were able to create an inspirational model for integrated mountain living. Illustrated in breathtaking detail through photography, renderings, and storytelling, the book chronicles the transformation of a landscape that was once fatigued and long neglected into an ecologically rich environment. With site-specific attention to detail, the ranch is an example of land management and thoughtful stewardship put into practice. Topics covered include sustainable farming, ecology, stream restoration and conservation, water management, landscape architecture, and architecture.

**Betsy and Bud Knapp**, former original owners and publishers of *Architectural Digest* and *Bon Appétit* magazines, are innovators, philanthropists, and entrepreneurs. Writer and landscape architect **Sarah Chase Shaw** is the author of two books, *New Gardens of the American West* and *Garden Legacy: The Residential Landscapes of Design Workshop*. **Todd Winslow Pierce** is a photographer based in Vail, Colorado.

**A vision of architectural design and land stewardship**
“Mountain parks and reservations are useful not only as fountains of timber and irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life.” Muir’s loving descriptions and passionate advocacy of Yosemite, Yellowstone, and forest reservations of the West are enough inspire any reader to plan a National Parks adventure of their own, and to fan the preservationist flame in every nature-lover’s heart.

JOHN MUIR was a Scottish-born American naturalist, author, early advocate of preservation of wilderness in the United States, and founder of The Sierra Club. His letters, essays, and books of his adventures in nature have been read by millions.

“Wildness is a necessity.”
—John Muir
STICK IT!
Bridget Dove

40 Creative Ways to Have Fun with Sticky Notes

Stick It! champions the versatility of the humble sticky note with forty projects divided into three categories: Wall Art, Origami, and Decorations. Ideas range from a colorful lampshade to a functional wall calendar, and from sticky origami flowers and boxes to a graphic table runner. Jazz up your wall, cubicle, dorm room, or office: embellish a wall with a massive 200+ sticky note octopus or create a soothing scene of geometric tiles on a window. There is a project to suit everyone, and patterns to utilize throughout the year (Valentine and birthday cards, skulls and Christmas holly to name a few . . .). With easy instructions and step-by-step illustrations, anyone can indulge their creativity, no matter your ability.

BRIDGET DOVE is a creative crafter. She does a wide range of work for books, magazines, and newspapers, from propping sets to writing and illustrating.

Tap into creative crafting with a resource found in homes and offices all over the world: the sticky note!
INKSPIRED
Betty Soldi

$19.99 U.S. • Paperback
7 1/2 x 9 in, 192 Pages
200 Color Photographs
On Sale: 8/28/2018 • 978-1-4236-4987-8
Rights: U.S. & Canada

BETTY SOLDI is an internationally accomplished calligrapher and graphic designer working with the world’s leading retail brands and luxury labels. Her unique calligraphic skills merge graphic design with old type, modern colors, and unique antique touches to produce branding, bespoke objects, packaging, and stationery. After many years of living in London she and her partner Matteo have opened a new creative studio and shop - &Co - in Florence, Italy, selling vintage furniture, objects, design ideas, and inspiration.

Refine your existing handwriting into beautiful, personalized calligraphy for dozens of unique applications

Creating Calligraphy

This stylish workbook contains instruction, advice, and 40 practice pages for the beginner calligrapher, plus plenty of white space throughout. Learn to embrace mistakes and play around with new ideas: practice not just with pen and paper, but on craft paper with a variety of vegetables (such as a carrot, asparagus, or pepper) dipped in ink; or swap ink for bleach or fragrant espresso. The author suggests ways to implement your art on a variety of surfaces (such as leaves, fruit, gift wrap, mirrors, and balloons), as well as ideas for special occasions such as weddings, Valentine’s Day, birthdays, Easter, Halloween, Christmas, and New Year’s Eve. Reconnect with handwriting and discover the calming, creative joy of calligraphy for every occasion.
JEWELRY BOX COLORING BOOK
Hanna Karlzon

$14.99 U.S. • Jacketless Hardcover
8 3/4 x 9 7/8 in, 96 Pages
Illustrations Throughout
On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-4986-1
Rights: Worldwide English

The fifth coloring book from Sweden’s coloring book sensation, with an Edwardian twist

Published in Sweden as Smyckeskninet
Introducing the newest addition to Hanna Karlzon’s beloved coloring book collection. The inspiration for Jewelry Box is an old Edwardian house and its garden—a dreamy collection of illustrations, with a mix of people, animals, flowers, clocks, and vases reminiscent of the turn of the century. This hardbound volume boasts 96 pages of Karlzon’s intricate designs.

HANNA KARLZON has an art teaching degree from Umeå University, and has run her own business as a freelance designer since 2013. The Jewelry Box is her fifth coloring book series. She lives in Umeå, Sweden.

DAYDREAMS COLORING BOOK
Hanna Karlzon
978-1-4236-4556-6
Rights: Worldwide English

SUMMER NIGHTS COLORING BOOK
Hanna Karlzon
978-1-4236-4558-0
Rights: Worldwide English

25,000 Sold

25,000 Sold
A Mystery

This tale sees Sherlock Holmes and John Watson sleuthing around 1890s London streets bustling with holiday shoppers. Here and there, citizens collect donations for the poor. While Watson spies Santa Claus at the scene of every good deed, the visage of Claus eludes Sherlock. Hence the mystery: Is Santa real or not? When he discovers the jolly old gent with the white beard ho-ho-ho-ing behind his own Christmas tree, Sherlock surmises that “whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.” Or is it? This little holiday mystery will delight Sherlock fans of all ages.

JULIE PETERSEN (author) and SHERYL DICKERT (illustrator) are the creators of two other popular holiday gift books based on classic characters from literature: Mr. Darcy’s Night Before Christmas and Scrooge’s Night Before Christmas. Petersen and Dickert both live near Salt Lake City.

“The game is afoot.”
—Sherlock Holmes
“Second star to the right, and straight on ’til morning!” Take your little adventurer on a thrilling trip to Neverland to meet pirates, mermaids, lost boys, the villainous Captain Hook, and a huge, ticking crocodile! The newest addition to the BabyLit Classic Lit Series is sure to delight.

**JENNIFER ADAMS** is the author of many books including *Remarkably Jane: Notable Quotations on Jane Austen* and the popular Edgar the Raven series. Jennifer works as a writer and editor in Salt Lake City, Utah.

**ALISON OLIVER** runs Sugar design studio. Alison’s design portfolio includes everything from logos to packaging and product design for clients such as Chronicle Books, Citibabes, and Aerie. She lives in New York.

BabyLit® is a fashionable way to introduce your brilliant baby to the world of classic literature.

$9.99 U.S. • Board Book 6 7/8 x 6 7/8 in, 22 Pages Full-Color Illustrations Ages 0 to 3 On Sale: 7/10/2018 • 978-1-4236-4860-4
STORYBOOKS FOR GROWING BABYLIT® FANS

BabyLit® primers have become the chic, smart way to introduce babies to the most beloved and readable literature of our time. Now a delightful collection of lap books for early readers and their parents is available. Each book in the BabyLit® Storybook series retells a story from the literary canon with easy-to-follow text and charming artwork. These delightful, engaging books are ideal for ages three to five, but will be enjoyed by children and adults alike.

BabyLit® Storybooks give classics new life for the next generation of early readers.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE: A BabyLit® Storybook
Retold by Stephanie Clarkson
Art by Annabel Tempest
$12.99 Casebound, Stiff Pages
9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
978-1-4236-4783-6

THE SECRET GARDEN: A BabyLit® Storybook
Retold by Mandy Archer
Art by Jane Newland
$12.99 Casebound, Stiff Pages
9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
978-1-4236-4923-6

MOBY-DICK: A BabyLit® Storybook
Retold by Mandy Archer
Art by Annabel Tempest
$12.99 Casebound, Stiff Pages
9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
978-1-4236-4784-3

THE JUNGLE BOOK: A BabyLit® Storybook
Retold by Stephanie Clarkson
Art by Annabel Tempest
$12.99 Casebound, Stiff Pages
9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
978-1-4236-4922-9
GREAT EXPECTATIONS: A BabyLit® Storybook
Stephanie Clarkson • Illustrations Mike Byrne

In Great Expectations preschoolers follow Pip’s story, learning about the value of family and friends, fortune and loss, and love. This retelling of a classic favorite, along with beautiful artwork, will be treasured through childhood and beyond.

STEPHANIE CLARKSON began her writing career as a journalist at Britain’s Daily Mail newspaper and continues to write for the British press while dreaming up stories for children. Steph has written everything from pocket money books to gift titles and is the author of Sleeping Cinderella and Other Princess Mix-ups. She lives in Surrey, England.

MIKE BYRNE lives in the Surrey countryside with his wife, cat, and two young sons where he spends his days doodling and illustrating children’s books fuelled only by tea and biscuits. Mike is the illustrator of Sproutzilla vs. Christmas and My Colourful Chameleon.

$12.99 U.S. • Casebound, Stiff Pages 9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages Full-Color Illustrations Ages 3 to 5 On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-4984-7

A CHRISTMAS CAROL: A BabyLit® Colors Primer
Jennifer Adams Art by Alison Oliver $9.99 Board Book 6 7/8 x 6 7/8 in, 22 Pages 978-1-4236-2575-9

60,000 SOLD!
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: A BabyLit® Storybook
Mandy Archer • Illustrations by Annabel Tempest

In Alice in Wonderland preschoolers can tag along on Alice’s beloved adventure, meeting new friends and defeating powerful enemies. Quotes from the original text are woven throughout this retelling, and the charming artwork creates a book to be treasured through childhood and beyond.

After training as an editor in London, MANDY ARCHER went on to become the Head of Children’s Books for BBC Worldwide, nurturing such characters as Wallace & Gromit, Bob the Builder, and the Teletubbies. Since then she has written many titles, ranging from board books for babies right up to teen fiction. Mandy lives in England.

ANNABEL TEMPEST has illustrated everything from children’s books and greetings cards to maps and packaging. She lives in England in Somerset.

$12.99 U.S. •
Casebound, Stiff Pages 9 1/4 x 9 1/4 in, 28 Pages Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-4983-0
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: A BabyLit® Storybook
Retold by Stephanie Clarkson • Illustrations by Annabel Tempest

Preschoolers get to know the beloved redhead orphan Anne Shirley, who is sent to live with Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert in Avonlea, in Anne of Green Gables. Follow Anne on her adventures with best friend Diana and classmate Gilbert as they explore Prince Edward Island. This retelling of a classic favorite, including quotes from the original text, will be treasured throughout childhood and beyond.

STEPHANIE CLARKSON began her writing career as a journalist at Britain’s Daily Mail newspaper and continues to write for the British press while dreaming up stories for children. Steph has written everything from pocket money books to gift titles and is the author of Sleeping Cinderella and Other Princess Mix-ups. She lives in Surrey, England.

ANNABEL TEMPEST has illustrated everything from children’s books and greeting cards to maps and packaging. She lives in England in Somerset.
A Silly Book of Fun “I Love Yous”

Spaghetti and meatballs, bathtubs and bubbles, storms and rainbows, ice cream and sprinkles . . . you and your little buddy! Let the toddler in your life know that you’ll always be an inseparable duo with this charmingly illustrated lift-the-flap board book full of fun ways to say “I love you.” Silly and sweet, If You Were Spaghetti will quickly become a story-time favorite.

Haily and Kevin Meyers are the husband and wife team behind the dazzling baby product line—Lucy Darling (lucydarling.com). Haily’s design work can be seen on their unique monthly sticker designs, nursery art prints, baby memory books, and multiple baby products. Their work has been featured in Pregnancy and Newborn magazine, Red Tricycle, Babiekins Magazine, Cool Mom Picks, KIWI magazine, Mollie Makes magazine, Fresh Style magazine, Mom Trends, HGTV Canada, and specialty baby shops worldwide. They live in Arizona.
3•2•1 BLAST OFF!
Haily and Kevin Meyers

A Journey to Our Solar System
Little ones embark on a journey through the solar system, visiting the moon, the International Space Station, and more in this engaging and adorable lift-the-flap adventure. See the Mars Rover, Jupiter’s Red Spot, and Saturn’s rings before landing safely back in bed. Perfect for bedtime, and for budding astronauts everywhere.

HAILY and KEVIN MEYERS are the husband and wife team behind the dazzling baby product line—Lucy Darling (lucydarling.com). Haily’s design work can be seen on their unique monthly sticker designs, nursery art prints, baby memory books, and multiple baby products. Their work has been featured in Pregnancy and Newborn magazine, Red Tricycle, Babiekins Magazine, Cool Mom Picks, KIWI magazine, Mollie Makes magazine, Fresh Style magazine, Mom Trends, HGTV Canada, and specialty baby shops worldwide. They live in Scottsdale, Arizona.

$12.99 U.S. • Board Book
9 1⁄4 x 9 1⁄4 in, 20 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations, Ages 0 to 5
On Sale: 9/11/2018 • 978-1-4236-5033-1

Take your baby on an educational lift-the-flap adventure through space!
**A Hanukkah Alphabet**

This alphabet primer is sure to delight, with 26 fun and adorable full-color illustrations by popular artist Greg Paprocki of Hanukkah-themed terms from applesauce to zaide. The book also includes illustrations of things such as a menorah, latkes, Hanukkah gelt, and of course dreidels. Part of the BabyLit Alphabet Series.

**GREG PAPROCKI** works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. In addition to illustrating several Curious George books, he’s provided illustrations for a number of books for Gibbs Smith, including *S Is for Santa*, *A Is for Atom*, *B Is for Boo*, and *The Big Book of Superheroes*. He began his career as an advertising art director after studying fine art and graphic design at the University of Nebraska. Residence: Lincoln, Nebraska.

Introduce your little one to the Festival of Lights!
A Heartfelt Alphabet

The 26 full-color illustrations included here are done in artist Greg Paprocki’s adorable style. Whether celebrating with friends or family, these delightful illustrations feature concepts of love and friendship for brothers, sisters, Mom and Dad, Grandma and Grandpa, BFFs, and even the family pet. A perfect gift for Valentine’s Day . . . or any other day of the year!

Greg Paprocki works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. In addition to illustrating several Curious George books, he’s provided illustrations for a number of books for Gibbs Smith, including S Is for Santa, A Is for Atom, B Is for Boo, and The Big Book of Superheroes. He began his career as an advertising art director after studying fine art and graphic design at the University of Nebraska. Residence: Lincoln, Nebraska.

H is for hug, so snuggle up with this adorable alphabet book

$9.99 U.S. • Board Book
6 3/8 x 8 3/8 in, 32 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 0 to 3
On Sale: 12/4/2018 • 978-1-4236-4985-4

S IS FOR SCHOOL
A Classroom Alphabet
978-1-4236-4958-8
E IS FOR EASTER
Greg Paprocki

In this latest alphabet primer from artist Greg Paprocki, Easter and the rites of spring are celebrated with Paprocki’s colorful and vintage-looking illustrations. Your toddlers can enjoy illustrations of such things as the Easter Bunny, baskets overflowing with candy, children decorating Easter eggs, an Easter egg hunt, and beautiful springtime flowers. Part of the BabyLit Alphabet Series.

GREG PAPROCKI works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. In addition to illustrating several Curious George books, he’s provided illustrations for a number of books for Gibbs Smith, including A Is for Atom, S Is for Santa, B Is for Boo, S Is for School, and The Big Book of Superheroes. He began his career as an advertising art director after studying fine art and graphic design at the University of Nebraska. Residence: Lincoln, Nebraska.

“Introduce your brilliant baby to the ABCs with this colorfully illustrated primer about the joys of Easter.”
Eva Peron’s legacy has inspired many around the world. Better known as Evita, her story started in a small town in Argentina and continued as she used her position as First Lady to fight for women and the working class.

This book will teach little ones opposite couplings and their first English and Spanish words, while introducing them to the life of an extraordinary woman. Your child will learn that the opposite of atrás is enfrente with the help of Evita’s tango and that a sunny Buenos Aires is just as beautiful as a rainy one.

Lil’ Libros uses charming illustrations and simple concepts to introduce your baby to Latin American history, heritage, and traditions.

$9.99 U.S. • Board Book
6 3/4 x 6 3/4 in, 22 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 0 to 3
On Sale: 9/4/2018 • 978-1-947971-09-7
Let’s celebrate the night when the Three Wise Men following the star to Bethlehem arrived with treasured gifts for Baby Jesus. Melchior, Caspar, and Balthazar brought with them gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh. Gold represented Baby Jesus’ royal standing, frankincense his divine birth, and myrrh his mortality.

Inspired by their magical journey, this book introduces little ones to beautiful bright colors and their first English and Spanish words. Your child will travel with pink camels through the high desert, and follow the many estrellas amarillas to their destination.

Expand your world with Lil’ Libros board books, a new series of colorful and cultural books that inspire parents to read to their child at the earliest age. These delightful baby books use a simple format to introduce the littlest readers to first concepts such as numbers, colors, and body parts—all while tying in a prominent person or theme from Latino culture. Perfect for multilingual households, as well as for parents and siblings who want to learn Spanish alongside their little one.
LIL’ LIBROS ENAMEL PINS

$10.00 U.S. nonreturnable
1” high enamel pin, 2 1/8” x 3 3/8” card
On Sale: 1/1/2018

CUAUHTÉMOC: A BILINGUAL WOODEN SHAPES PUZZLE

$24.99 U.S. nonreturnable
15 1/2” x 11 1/2”, Wood, Shrink wrapped
On Sale: 9/4/2018 • 978-1-947971-26-4

EVITA ENAMEL PINS

$12.00 U.S. • 2 pins
978-1-947971-13-4

TRES REYES ENAMEL PINS

$15.00 U.S. • 3 pins
978-1-947971-12-7

LOTTERIA ROSE ENAMEL PIN

978-1-947971-14-1

LOTTERIA MOON ENAMEL PIN

978-1-947971-15-8

LOTTERIA HEART ENAMEL PIN

978-1-947971-16-5

CANTINFLAS ENAMEL PIN

978-1-947971-11-0

1.800.835.4993 • WWW.GIBBS-SMITH.COM
GOOD MORNING/BUENOS DÍAS
Meritxell Martí • Illustrations by Xavier Salomó

A bilingual slide-the-tab board book, with text in English and Spanish. It cleverly introduces basic ideas about what happens in the morning when you wake up, including a rooster crowing, an alarm clock ringing, Dad shaving, and neighbors making coffee. The tabs add fun and unexpected movement for illustrator Xavier Salomó’s simple but engaging art.

MERITXELL MARTÍ was born in Barcelona and is a writer and professor of humanities at the Open University of Catalonia.

Illustrator XAVIER SALOMÓ was born in Barcelona. He studied illustration, drawing, and printing at the Massana School of Barcelona and art history at the University of Barcelona. He’s worked as an illustrator and graphic designer for various advertising agencies and publishers. In 2006 he won the Junceda Prize for his book The Sounds of . . .

DON QUIXOTE: A BabyLit® Spanish Language Primer
Jennifer Adams
Art by Alison Oliver
$9.99 Board Book
6 7/8 x 6 7/8 in, 22 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 0 to 3
978-1-4236-3875-9

25,000 copies

GOOD MORNING, rooster.
BUENOS DÍAS, culo malhecho.

GOOD MORNING, Dad.
BUENOS DÍAS, papa.

GOOD MORNING, alarm clock.
BUENOS DÍAS, despertador.

$9.99 U.S. • Board Book
7 x 7 in, 18 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 0 to 3
On Sale: 9/4/2018 • 978-1-4236-5027-0
Rights: Worldwide English
GOOD NIGHT/BUENAS NOCHES
Meritxell Martí • Illustrations by Xavier Salomó

A bilingual slide-the-tab board book, with text in English and Spanish. It cleverly provides a number of gentle good night wishes for baby at bedtime, as baby along with the cat, the trees outside, and even baby’s house all close their eyes and fall asleep. The sliding tabs do the work of closing the eyes on illustrator Xavier Salomó’s simple but engaging art.

Easy-to-learn English and Spanish phrases presented with slide-the-tab illustrations

$9.99 U.S. • Board Book
7 x 7 in, 18 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 0 to 3
On Sale: 9/4/2018 • 978-1-4236-5028-7
Rights: Worldwide English
There are many different types of engineers who design and build all sorts of things, from the tiny microcircuitry in your smartphone to large projects like dams and bridges that transform the very face of the planet. With original Renaissance man Leonardo da Vinci as inspiration, this exciting new volume in the Little Leonardo series introduces kids to many of the different kinds of engineering they can aspire to.

GREG PAPROCKI works full-time as an illustrator and book designer. He has illustrated several Curious George books, as well as the BabyLit alphabet books and The Big Book of Superheroes for Gibbs Smith. Residence: Lincoln, Nebraska.

Introduce kids to the “E” portion of the “STEAM” curriculum: engineering
Technology is present in nearly every aspect of our lives. From the invention of the wheel several thousand years ago to the increasing miniaturization of our computers, smartphones, and other electronic devices, we’re always looking for new ways technology can make our lives easier. With original Renaissance man Leonardo da Vinci as inspiration, this fascinating new volume in the Little Leonardo series introduces kids to the wonders of technology and the people who create it.

**BOB COOPER** is a veteran editor, who in a twenty-year career has worked on everything from comic books to art, architecture, and children’s titles. Residence: Bountiful, Utah.

Tech-savvy kids will love exploring the “T” portion of the “STEAM” curriculum: technology.

---

**LITTLE LEONARDO’S™ FASCINATING WORLD OF TECHNOLOGY**

Illustrations by Greg Paprocki • Text by Bob Cooper

$12.99 U.S. • Jacketless Hardcover
7 1/2 x 9 1/2 in, 24 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 4 to 8
On Sale: 7/24/2018 • 978-1-4236-4956-4
WE’RE ALL WORKS OF ART
Mark Sperring • Illustrations by Rose Blake

Fun illustrations and clever, engaging rhymes make We’re All Works of Art a great introduction for children to many different art styles, from prehistoric cave painting to surrealism and pop art. It also emphasizes that it’s perfectly normal to look different, and encourages acceptance and understanding no matter how people look. After all, we’re all works of art in our own special way. An illustrated appendix of the art styles featured in the book is included.

We are proud of our uniqueness, and deep down in our hearts we know we are spectacular, for we’re all works of art!


ROSE BLAKE has an MA in communication art from the Royal College of Art. She’s done illustration work for a variety of clients, including Disney, the Victoria & Albert Museum of Childhood, and Cartoon Network.
MILLIE’S MISSING YAWN
You Jung Byun

Where is Millie’s yawn? She’s lost it, and can’t go to sleep without it! Her dog hasn’t seen it, the Statue of Liberty hasn’t, neither have the moai heads on Easter Island, nor the penguins at the South Pole, and the rabbits on the moon certainly haven’t. Eventually Millie has to head back home, but as she lies in bed remembering all the wonderful friends she’s made, her yawn comes back all on its own!

YOU JUNG BYUN received a master’s degree in fine arts from the School of Visual Arts in New York. Her work has appeared in magazines including Nobrow, Communication Arts Magazine, and Creative Quarterly, and been recognized by various events and organizations, including Pick Me Up London, the Society of Illustrators, the Society of Illustration LA, and the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (which awarded her both the Grand Prize in Portfolio Award and the Tomie DePaola Award). She lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

$16.99 U.S. • Hardcover
$10 1/2 x 1 1/2 in, 32 Pages
Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 3 to 5
Rights: U.S. and Canada English

Help your little one find their yawn and fall asleep with this fun bedtime book

THE WOLF WHO FELL OUT OF A BOOK
Thierry Robberecht and Grégoire Mabire

$14.99 Hardcover, 8 1/2 x 11 in
24 Pages, Full-Color Illustrations
Ages 4 to 8 • 978-1-4236-4797-3
Rights: North American English

1.800.835.4993 • WWW.GIBBS-SMITH.COM
THE POCKET GUIDE TO SPY STUFF
Bart King

A handy guide to spies and spycraft for youngsters interested in all things espionage. It includes background and tips on how to be a spy, strange-but-true stories of real spies and their unbelievable missions, and fun and easy activities that will jump-start kids’ training as a world-class spy. This pocket-sized compendium covers all facets of the spy game, including chapters on disguises, surveillance, lie detecting, eavesdropping, misinformation, handling secrets, and high-tech spy gear.


A budding James Bond’s or Black Widow’s guide to spycraft and espionage

$9.99 U.S. • Paperback
4 x 6 in, 216 Pages
50 Illustrations
Ages 8 to 14
On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-4982-3
This book is packed with 100 simple and hilarious games that range from quiet indoor diversions to rowdy outdoor activities. Whether you’re organizing games for a classroom, party, or camp, dozens of hours of fun await players of all ages—so get ready for laughter and leave those game controllers and joysticks behind! Games include Bull in the Ring; Cross Tag; Do This, Do That; Kaleidoscope; Lady of the Land; Old Buzzard; Potato Race; and Shadow Tag.

“This new book coaxes readers away from TV and computer screens.”

—Good Morning America

THE POCKET GUIDE TO GAMES

Bart King

$9.99 U.S. • Paperback
4 x 6 in, 216 Pages
50 Illustrations
Ages 8 to 14
On Sale: 8/14/2018 • 978-1-4236-5042-3

THE BIG BOOK OF BOY STUFF

Bart King

$19.99 Paperback
7 x 9 1/8 in, 304 Pages
Ages 8 and up
978-1-4236-3761-5

THE BIG BOOK OF GIRL STUFF

Bart King

$19.99 Paperback
7 x 9 1/8 in, 320 Pages
Ages 8 and up
978-1-4236-3762-2
LOVELIT™ TOTES
For carrying your favorite books

STYLISH TOTES FOR CARRYING YOUR FAVORITE BOOKS

$20.00 U.S. nonreturnable
16" wide x 15½" tall x 5" gusset
Natural cotton, 22" handles
2 bags per design minimum
Made in the U.S.A.
On Sale: 6/26/18

CUSTOMIZED TOTES
Our design on front and your logo on back.
Contact your sales rep to order.
LOVELIT™ TOTES
More than 125,000 sold!

$20.00 U.S. nonreturnable
16” wide x 15½” tall x 5” gusset
Natural cotton, 22” handles
2 bags per design minimum
Made in the U.S.A.
On Sale: 6/26/18
MUGS FOR BOOK LOVERS

NOW INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!
$12.00 U.S. nonreturnable
11-ounce mug, $3\frac{3}{4}” \times 3\frac{3}{4}”
Box 5” \times 3\frac{1}{2}” \times 4”
6-mug minimum, mixed designs
On Sale: 6/26/18
LOVELIT™ PENCIL CASES

$12.00 U.S. nonreturnable
9½” x 6”, Natural cotton
2 per design minimum
Made in the U.S.A., On Sale: 6/26/18

READ BETWEEN THE WINES
978-1-4236-5021-8

LIBRARIES SAVE DEMOCRACY
978-1-4236-5016-4

JOHN MUIR
978-1-4236-5018-8

DANGEROUS WOMEN READ
978-1-4236-5019-5

DESIGNATED READER
978-1-4236-5020-1

WILL WORK FOR BOOKS
978-1-4236-5022-5
LOVELIT™ BUTTON BOXES

$140.00 U.S. nonreturnable
120 x 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" Buttons, 24 different designs
Box: 4" wide x 5\(\frac{3}{4}\)" deep x 7\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high
1 box minimum, made in the U.S.A.

PEACE, LOVE, BOOKS BUTTON BOX
On Sale: 6/19/18 • 978-1-4236-5010-2

BOOK CLUB LOVE BUTTON BOX
On Sale: 7/10/18 • 978-1-4236-5011-9
LOVELIT™ BUTTON ASSORTMENTS

SELECTED 3-PACK ASSORTMENTS

$5.99 U.S. nonreturnable
1¼" buttons
3-pack assortments, 2½" x 5¾" card
On Sale: 7/10/2018
LOVELIT™ NOTEBOOKS

$12.99 U.S. nonreturnable, 5" x 7"
64 Pages. 3 books per set: 1 lined, 1 blank, 1 dotted grid
2 sets per design minimum, made in the U.S.A.
On Sale: 6/26/18
LOVELIT™ PUZZLES

NOW IN UNIQUE BOOK BOXES

$19.99 U.S. nonreturnable
1,000 pieces, 27 1/2" x 19 1/2" finished size
Box 8" x 10 5/8" x 2"
2 per design minimum
On Sale: 6/26/18

HOME LIBRARY BOOK BOX PUZZLE
978-1-4236-4990-8

BOOKSHELF BOOK BOX PUZZLE
978-1-4236-5066-9

BOOK STACK BOOK BOX PUZZLE
978-1-4236-5068-3

CAT NAP BOOK BOX PUZZLE
978-1-4236-5067-6
LETTERPRESS NOTECARDS
The Arts & Crafts Press

5 x 7 in Notecards (portrait)
Boxed $17.50 U.S., 6 cards and envelopes per box
3 boxes per design minimum
Singles Set $21.00 U.S., 6 individual cards
On Sale: 6/26/2018

Handmade from the Heart
For over twenty years The Arts & Crafts Press has been inspiring people to live as William Morris advised: “Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.”

Each design is created by Yoshiko Yamamoto and printed by hand in our studio in Tacoma, Washington, using traditional woodblock and letterpress printing techniques and antique printing presses.

A BOOK TODAY, A FRIEND FOREVER

Boxed
978-1-4236-5053-9

Singles Set
978-1-4236-5052-2

TURNIP THE BEET!

Boxed
978-1-4236-5055-3

Singles Set
978-1-4236-5054-6
LETTERPRESS NOTECARDS NEW
Artisanal Letterpress Greeting Cards designed by Yoshiko Yamamoto

5 x 7 in Notecards (portrait)
Boxed $17.50 U.S.
6 cards and envelopes per box
3 boxes per design minimum
Singles Set $21.00 U.S.
6 individual cards
On Sale: 6/26/2018

OLIVE YOU!
Boxed
978-1-4236-5057-7

Singles Set
978-1-4236-5056-0

CHICKADEE CHORUS
Boxed
978-1-4236-5049-2

Singles Set
978-1-4236-5048-5

TWEET HEART
Boxed
978-1-4236-5047-8

Singles Set
978-1-4236-5046-1
LETTERPRESS NOTECARDS
The Arts & Crafts Press

5 x 7 in Notecards (portrait)
Boxed $17.50 U.S., 6 cards and envelopes per box
3 boxes per design minimum
Singles Set $21.00 U.S., 6 individual cards
On Sale: 6/26/2018

Artisan Letterpress Note Cards,
Japanese Woodblock Prints & Designs
by Yoshiko Yamamoto

WINTER MOUNTAIN
Boxed 978-1-4236-5059-1
Singles Set 978-1-4236-5058-4

“NATURE” by John Muir
Boxed 978-1-4236-5051-5
Singles Set 978-1-4236-5050-8